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Burro with detachable 
6-yard container body

Burro can exchange full container 
for empty one, then continue

 on the route

Wittke Barracuda compact
rear loader

This 2002 Express MSL was
probably one of the last units

built before the Federal
Signal buyout

Express unitized
body/hopper detail

Wittke Starlight front loader

First Wittke Logo
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Wittke Iron Works began 
light manufacturing of 
farm implements.

By the 1970s, the company 
was successful building 
refuse containers.

1975 The first Wittke
front loader was 
established.

2001 Wittke secured a contract 
with Waste Management for 
all their Front loaders 
nationwide in 2001.

The Starlight FL was born and 
quickly became Wittke’s flagship 
and an industry leader, with its 
lightweight but durable design.

Mid
1990s

Wittke Sprinter commercial side loader

The Sprinter was born. 
A commercial side loader 
that picks up 2-4 yard 
steel dumpsters.

Early
1980s

Ultimately Wittke™ entered the 
refuse body business in the 
early 1980s with an unusual 
side loader called the Burro. 
This was essentially a revival 
of the old MB Pack-King, with a 
hinged-hopper, side-loading packer.

Late
1990s

2000 Wittke ASL with experimental lift arm Wittke Road Sweeper “Road Wizard”

The Wizard was a 
mechanical street 
sweeper that was very well 
received by the industry.

Also in the same year, 
Wittke introduced 
its first Automated Side 
Loader (ASL).

The Wittke company 
was acquired by 
Federal Signal.

Federal Signal sold most of Environmental 
Products Group to Labrie Equipment Limited 
based in Quebec, Canada, now known as 
Labrie Environmental Group. 

Pendpac joined Labrie in 2011, 
through a cooperative agreement. 

Burro detachable-body side loaders 
have been made independently 
in Manitoba.

2022 New Wittke™ truck 
logo was introduced.

2023 EnviroLink launched.

Side view of the Super Burro,
 showing packer mechanism,

 similar to the MB Pack-King

Early Burro is a 
tilt-to-dump model

The Burro came with either a tilt-to-dump body, 
or a detachable 6-yard container body 
which could then be replaced when full and 
subsequently emptied by a conventional 
front loader.

Burro bodies had the advantage 
of good compaction and 
positive load retention. 
Features lacking in many of the 
full-height packer blade side 
loaders of the competition.

The Labrie Environmental Group
corporation logo

Renewed Wittke™ Logo in 2006

The purchase excluded the Alberta factory 
founded by Wittke. Labrie Group wisely 
resurrected the Wittke™ brand, and adopted 
the product as its own front loader division. 

The same was done for Leach™ 
rear loaders, capitalizing on the respective 
strengths of each brand name.
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